The first Gröbner basis algorithm was constructed by Buchberger in 1965; thus it bears his name to this day -Buchberger's algorithm.
INTRODUCTION
This algorithm takes a very large amount of time to reduce S-polynomial to 0.
To avoid this, many algorithms have been presented. F5B algorithm presented recently in [10] is one of the most efficient algorithms. [ The following is a subalgorithm of F5B algorithm to obtain the reduction result by B 3 1.3 Reduction algorithm [3, 5, 6, 10, 11] Input: a set of signed polynomials Todo which need to be reduced, a set of signed polynomials The following is F5-reduction algorithm of above algorithm. [ So we put the research results of previous papers together, and then we will obtain the following conclusion conclusion: by this time, the research has been done which find the S-polynomials that can be reduced to 0 by using Syzygy Criterion and Rewrittern Criterion. Especially in F5B algorithm it is the important problem to construct an efficient algorithm which can be done F5-reduction more quickly.
F5B algorithm

F5-reduction algorithm
In this paper we will establish the following problem such as:
First: we are going to suggest an efficient algorithm which can be done S-polynomial reduction quickly in the algorithms for computing Gröbner basis presented by this time.
Second: we are going to compare the complexity of the suggested algorithm and the previous algorithms for computing Gröbner basis.
AN ALGORITHM FOR COMPUTING GRÖBNER BASIS
In this section we focus our attention on making a pair-selection-method newly, and by using it constructing an algorithm for Gröbner basis updated the reduction sub-algorithm of F5B algorithm.
Let polynomial h need to be reduced by a set of polynomials G .
Here
.
In every reduction step, the deg of ) (h HT becomes lower as fast as possible, h will be reduced through the most rapidly reduction step. need to be reduced by a set G . If h is reduced by k f satisfying the following conditions, then S-polynomial reduction has been done more quickly than F5B algorithm.
If
Upon this we will construct the algorithm for computing Gröbner basis as following. 
Following is the reduction sequence algorithm of above algorithm. 
Reduction sequence algorithm
) , ( G h Input: polynomial } , , { ], [ 1 m f f G X K h    Output: index k of k f which
COMPLEXITY COMPARITION AND EVALUATION
In this section we compare the complexities of Buchberger algorithm, F5B algorithm and the algorithm that we suggest. The complexity evaluation is done following the algorithm. Goal: Calculation the number of steps [9] : ), | deg( max :
a set of occuring polynomials during the computation
Here ) deg( max F means maximum in the degs of polynomials of F ,
The number of terms of n-variables, D-degree polynomial f is 
Lets begin our discussion by focusing our attention to
 The complexity of finding the head term 
The complexity of computing
 The complexity of computing
The complexity of computing "
Here W is the number of while-loop of algorithm. End.
Now let's compute
, we will go through in two cases as following.
Case1:
Let's multiply both sides by i x and sum up both sides.
x m x 
The complexity of computing u such as
The complexity of computing v such as
cp If meets neither Syzygy Criterion nor Rewritten Criterion, then  cp meets Syzygy Criterion?
 So the complexity of computing "
:
The complexity of computing "
G is generated later than F ?" is 1. So for any g in 1
So the complexity of computing "
The complexity of computing " cp meets Rewritten Criterion?" is |)
So the complexity of computing "if-condition satisfy? " is
The complexity of computing "  F the signed polynomial with minimal signature in set
The complexity of computing " ) (
(2) The complexity of computing "
(4) The complexity of computing "
G v  is not rewritable by
The complexity of computing
The complexity of F5-reduction algorithm is 
The complexity of computing " 
we will go through in two cases as following. 
So the complexity of F5B algorithm is 
This completes the proof. 
i f an element of G  The complexity of computing " ) ( :
 The complexity of computing is "  :
 The complexity of computing "
So the complexity of S-polynomial reduction algorithm is
, ( 2 ( 
Output: index k of k f which is chosen to reduce h rapidly Begin:
The complexity of computing " So the complexity of reduction sequence algorithm is ) ,
When S-polynomial reduction algorithm is used instead of F5-reduction algorithm of F5B algorithm, it's complexity is as following.
The complexity of i-th loop is
, This completes the proof. □
Complexity comparison and evaluation
When we put the complexities of above algorithms together and compare, then that is following. , so our algorithm is very efficient because the deg of ) , ( n D N is lower as one deg. 
CONCLUSIONS
We proposed a pair-selection-method newly to reduce S-polynomial quickly in the algorithms for computing Grobner basis.
FURTHER STUDY
In the future, we think it is very necessary to research the method for constructing Grobner bases like as mathematical programming. So we are going to make a lot of study to express the F4 algorithm already presented in [2] like as mathematical programming and combine the main idea of F5 with this in the future.
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